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Intended learning outcomes
At the end of this session, 
 Attendees should be able to identify the research artifacts that may be meant by the 

term research data. 
 Attendees will be able to locate resources to assist in identifying appropriate privacy 

levels and security measures. 
 Attendees will be able to make initial identifications of appropriate instruments with 

which to manage their and others’ rights in research artifacts and delineate their 
reasoned approach. 

 Attendees will be able to identify gaps in their current rights and responsibilities 
management practices and locate tools and resources for remediation.

For more information on what are Intended Learning Outcomes and why we include 
them, see https://tll.mit.edu/help/intended-learning-outcomes. 

https://tll.mit.edu/help/intended-learning-outcomes


What to expect
 Presentation via Powerpoint

– Link to slides available at 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/0m4qm5t9wjwnq6t/TLO_DoRightBy
YourResearchData_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0

 Activities 
– via Google docs: http://bit.ly/DoRightData

 Ask questions / discussion via Zoom chat or Raise hand

https://www.dropbox.com/s/0m4qm5t9wjwnq6t/TLO_DoRightByYourResearchData_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0
http://bit.ly/DoRightData


Introductions & Disclaimers
Hello!

We are not lawyers, this is not legal advice



Data Management Services @ MIT 
Libraries
Workshops

• Upcoming Classes & Events: https://libraries.mit.edu/news/events/

Web guide 
• http://libraries.mit.edu/data-management

Consultations (individual or research groups)
• includes help with creating data management plans, setting up file 

organization, finding data repositories, etc.

Contact: data-management@mit.edu

https://libraries.mit.edu/news/events/
http://libraries.mit.edu/data-management
mailto:data-management@mit.edu


TOPICS – 1

•Facts vs. Data vs. Research data
•Privacy & Participation
•Security & Sharing
•Copyright
•Licensing
•Use agreements



Warning: “data” usage
Singular? Plural? 

It will be used both ways…
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Facts vs. Data vs. Research data
 Fact = An event, occurrence, or state of affairs known to 

have happened; to be distinguished from opinion or law.3

– Data = Facts, measurements, recordings, records, or 
observations about the world collected by scientists and others, 
with a minimum of contextual interpretation.2

• Research data = “(i) Research data is defined as the recorded factual 
material commonly accepted in the [research] community as necessary 
to validate research findings…3

1: https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/omb/circulars/A110/2cfr215-0.pdf
2: https://casrai.org/term/data/
3: Collins Dictionary of Law © W.J. Stewart, 2006 

https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/omb/circulars/A110/2cfr215-0.pdf
https://casrai.org/term/data/


Research data defined

…commonly accepted 
in the [research] 
community as 
necessary to validate 
research findings



Research data

…commonly accepted 
in the [research] 
community as 
necessary to validate 
research findings

Research data means data in the form of facts, observations, images, 
computer program results, recordings, measurements, or experiences on 
which a research output — an argument, theory, test or hypothesis, or other 
output — is based. The term “research data” relates to data generated, 
collected, or used during research projects, and in some cases may include 
the research output itself. Data may be numerical, descriptive, visual, or 
tactile. It may be raw or primary (e.g., direct from measurement or 
collection) or derived from primary data for subsequent analysis or 
interpretation (e.g., cleaned up or as an extract from a larger data set), or 
derived from existing sources where the rights may be held by others. Data 
may be cleaned or processed, analyzed, or published and archived, and 
may be held in any format or media. In many disciplines, understanding the 
research data may by necessity require inclusion of other research products 
such as software, algorithms, models, and/or parameters that are 
processed or trained by, or used with, raw or primary data to arrive at the 
research outcome. A complete research data package may also incorporate 
documentation required to understand the data and/or its use, in addition to 
the raw data to which the software, algorithm, or model is applied. It should 
be noted that intellectual property rights associated with the various 
elements of a complete research data package may be managed separately 
or distinctly from each other.

https://mitoataskforce.pubpub.org/pub/1120progressreport/release/3

https://mitoataskforce.pubpub.org/pub/1120progressreport/release/3


as necessary to 
validate research 

findings



Tools Metadata

Supporting information



Tools
- Analysis scripts and 

algorithms
- Software & versions
- R code, Jupyter notebooks
- Models, neural nets, etc. 

Metadata
- Instrument settings
- Patient information
- Conditions at time of 

collection
- readMe files

- What, Why, When, 
Where, How

Supporting information
- Code books 
- Survey instruments
- Data dictionaries



Tools
- Analysis scripts and 

algorithms
- Software & versions
- R code, Jupyter notebooks
- Models, neural nets, etc. 

Metadata
- Instrument settings
- Patient information
- Conditions at time of 

collection
- readMe files

- What, Why, When, 
Where, How

Supporting information
- Code books 
- Survey instruments
- Data dictionaries

What are 
examples of 

research data 
you work with?
http://bit.ly/DoRightData

http://bit.ly/DoRightData


TOPICS – 2

•Facts vs. Data vs. Research data
•Privacy & Participation
•Security & Sharing
•Copyright
•Licensing
•Use agreements



Privacy vs Security
“Privacy establishes a normative framework for deciding 
who should legitimately have the capability to access and 
alter information. Security implements those choices.”

Data 
Privacy: 

appropriate 
use of data

Data 
Security: 
ensures 

data privacy

Derek E. Bambauer, Privacy Versus Security, 103 J. Crim. L. & Criminology667 (2013). 
https://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/jclc/vol103/iss3/2 p. 669

https://scholarlycommons.law.northwestern.edu/jclc/vol103/iss3/2


Privacy

Who
should have access to

What
data

When



Privacy

Who
are the research stakeholders?



#BeFAIRandCARE
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#BeFAIRandCARE
 C – Collective benefit: Data ecosystems shall be designed and function in ways that 

enable the participant community to derive benefit from the data
 A – Authority to control: Participant community’s rights and interests in their data 

must be recognised and their authority to control such data be empowered. The 
participant community’s data governance enables the participant community and 
governing bodies to determine how the participant community, as well as their lands, 
territories, resources, knowledges and geographical indicators, are represented and 
identified within data.

 R – Responsibility: Those working with the participant community’s data have a 
responsibility to share how those data are used to support the participant 
community’s self-determination and collective benefit. Accountability requires 
meaningful and openly available evidence of these efforts and the benefits accruing 
to the participant community.

 E – Ethics: The participant community’s rights and wellbeing should be the primary 
concern at all stages of the data life cycle and across the data ecosystem.

NB: For broader applicability “Indigenous Peoples” was replaced with “participant community” throughout. 
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Privacy

Who
should have access to

What
data



Privacy: What data

Legally protected data elements
 Social Security numbers (SSN)
 Financial account numbers, 

including personal credit card 
numbers

 Drivers license numbers or State ID 
numbers

 Protected Health Information (PHI)
 Student education records

Other sensitive information
 Personal employee information, 

such as date of birth and salary
 Proprietary research data
 Confidential legal data
 Confidential financial data
 Other proprietary data that should 

not be shared with the public

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/what-needs-protecting



Risk levels - low

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/what-needs-protecting

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/what-needs-protecting


Risk levels - medium

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/what-needs-protecting

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/what-needs-protecting


Risk levels - high

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/what-needs-protecting

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/what-needs-protecting


Privacy

Who
should have access to

What
data

When



Privacy 



Privacy strategies
 Know what data you have & where it is

– Data management, https://libraries.mit.edu/data-management/
 Understand your data sensitivity 

– Security classification, https://infoprotect.mit.edu/risk-classifications/find-your-
classification

– Scan for sensitive data: Spirion, http://ist.mit.edu/spirion
 Only collect what you need
 Collect responsibly, manage effectively

– Information security tasks https://infoprotect.mit.edu/tasks
– Data management, https://libraries.mit.edu/data-management/

 Make the data less sensitive,
– Collect the last 4 digits of SSNs or credit cards instead of a full number
– Convert SSNs to another identifying scheme

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/how-to-protect/finding

https://libraries.mit.edu/data-management/
https://infoprotect.mit.edu/risk-classifications/find-your-classification
http://ist.mit.edu/spirion
https://infoprotect.mit.edu/tasks
https://libraries.mit.edu/data-management/


Privacy resources
 IS&T Secure Computing: https://ist.mit.edu/secure
 Information Protection @ MIT: https://infoprotect.mit.edu/
 MIT Committee on the Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects 

(COUHES): https://couhes.mit.edu/guidelines/data-sharing
 ICPSR’s Guide to Confidentiality: 

https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/content/datamanagement/conf
identiality/

 Tools at MIT: https://infoprotect.mit.edu/tools

In case of a privacy breech: Contact the Data Incident Response 
Team: infoprotect@mit.edu

https://ist.mit.edu/secure
https://infoprotect.mit.edu/
https://couhes.mit.edu/guidelines/data-sharing
https://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/content/datamanagement/confidentiality/
https://infoprotect.mit.edu/tools
mailto:infoprotect@mit.edu
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•Facts vs. Data vs. Research data
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•Use agreements



Security & Sharing
 Implementing privacy choices
 Supporting scholarship
 Fulfilling requirements

As secure as necessary, as open as 
possible



Security practices
 Operating system and 

software updates
 Virus and malware protection
 Passwords
 Backups
 Data inventory
 Designation of workstations 

for specific functions

 Physical security
 Encryption
 Firewall configuration
 Protecting data in transit
 File server protections
 Browser and email protections
 Principle of least privilege
 Data destruction/removal

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/wisp/protecting-paper-and-electronic-files



Security resources
 https://infoprotect.mit.edu/tasks
 https://infoprotect.mit.edu/tools

– Encryption
– Password manager (LastPass)
– Sensitive data, finding & deleting
– Malware 

 Secure computing at MIT
– https://ist.mit.edu/secure

 Data Management Services
– File management & organization
– Data inventory
– https://libraries.mit.edu/data-

management/share/confidentiality/
 Backups

– MIT CrashPlan
– DropBox
– OneDrive

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/tools
https://infoprotect.mit.edu/tools
https://ist.mit.edu/crashplan/recommended
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/tAKL
https://ist.mit.edu/media-sanitizing
https://ist.mit.edu/secure
https://libraries.mit.edu/data-management/share/confidentiality/
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/52EYCQ
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/GHoYCQ
https://ist.mit.edu/office365-service


What research data should be shared?



What federal funders say:
“(i) Research data is defined as the recorded factual material commonly accepted in 
the [research] community as necessary to validate research findings, 

but not any of the following: 
Preliminary analyses, drafts of scientific papers, plans for future research, peer re-
views, or communications with colleagues. This ‘‘recorded’’ material excludes physical 
objects (e.g., laboratory samples) 
Research data also do not include: 
(A) Trade secrets, commercial information, materials necessary to be held confidential 

by a researcher until they are published, or similar information which is protected 
under law; and 

(B) Personnel and medical information and similar information the disclosure of which 
would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy, such as 
information that could be used to identify a particular person in a research study.

https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/omb/circulars/A110/2cfr215-0.pdf

https://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/whitehouse.gov/files/omb/circulars/A110/2cfr215-0.pdf


What research data should be shared?

What do you
say?

https://twitter.com/ImmunoFever/status/1194677460714917888

https://twitter.com/ImmunoFever/status/1194677460714917888


What research data should be shared?

https://twitter.com/ImmunoFever/status/1194677460714917888

What do you
say?

http://bit.ly/DoRightData

https://twitter.com/ImmunoFever/status/1194677460714917888
http://bit.ly/DoRightData


Data sharing resources
 Data management services

– http://libraries.mit.edu/data-management
– data-management@mit.edu

 Concerns about opening up data, and responses which 
have proved effective: 
https://docs.google.com/a/apps.cul.columbia.edu/docume
nt/d/1nDtHpnIDTY_G32EMJniXaOGBufjHCCk4VC9WGO
f7jK4/edit#heading=h.lghokdwe2ob9

http://libraries.mit.edu/data-management
mailto:data-management@mit.edu
https://docs.google.com/a/apps.cul.columbia.edu/document/d/1nDtHpnIDTY_G32EMJniXaOGBufjHCCk4VC9WGOf7jK4/edit#heading=h.lghokdwe2ob9
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How do we share data?



How do we share data?
 Copyright

–Licensing
• Use agreements



Copyright - 1
In the USA, facts are not subject to copyright.1

“To be copyrightable, a work must qualify as an original 
work of authorship, meaning that it must have been created 
independently and contain a sufficient amount of creativity.”2

Copyright does not protect: Ideas, procedures, methods, 
systems, processes, concepts, principles, or discoveries3

… among other things
1: https://www.copyright.gov/help/faq/faq-protect.html
2: https://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ33.pdf
3: https://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ01.pdf

https://www.copyright.gov/help/faq/faq-protect.html
https://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ33.pdf
https://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ01.pdf


Copyright - 2
Research data means data in the form of facts, observations, 
images, computer program results, recordings, measurements 
or experiences on which an argument, theory, test or 
hypothesis, or other research output is based. It relates to data 
generated, collected, or used, during research projects, and in 
some cases may include the research output itself. Data may 
be numerical, descriptive, visual or tactile. It may be raw, 
cleaned or processed, and may be held in any format or media. 
Research data, in many disciplines, may by necessity include 
the software, algorithm, model and/or parameters, used to 
arrive at the research outcome, in addition to the raw data that 
the software, algorithm or model is applied to.

https://www.mopp.qut.edu.au/D/D_02_08.jsp#D_02_08.04.mdoc

https://www.mopp.qut.edu.au/D/D_02_08.jsp#D_02_08.04.mdoc


Copyright - 3

Tools
- Analysis scripts and 

algorithms
- Software & versions
- R code, Jupyter notebooks
- Models, neural nets, etc. 

Metadata
- Instrument settings
- Patient information
- Conditions at time of 

collection
- readMe files

- What, Why, When, 
Where, How

Supporting information
- Code books 
- Survey instruments
- Data dictionaries

What have you 
produced?  

Would copyright 
apply?

http://bit.ly/DoRightData

http://bit.ly/DoRightData


Could apply to
 research data produced
 research data sourced elsewhere

It’s complicated…
Copyright resources:
 15Jan: Basics of Copyrights, Data, and Software Intellectual Property, 2021 Intellectual 

Property Speaker Series
 MIT Libraries Scholarly Publishing: https://libraries.mit.edu/scholarly/publishing/ & copyright-

lib@mit.edu

Copyright - 4

https://libraries.mit.edu/scholarly/publishing/
mailto:copyright-lib@mit.edu


Licensing - 1



1. Contact the Technology Licensing Office 
https://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/130-information-
policies/131-intellectual-property

§13.1.7 “…inventors and authors must report to the Technology 
Licensing Office (TLO) any Intellectual Property (as defined in 
the first paragraph of Section 13.1.1 Ownership of Intellectual 
Property above) created during the course of a sponsored 
research agreement or with the use of significant funds or 
facilities administered by the Institute.”

Licensing - 2

https://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/130-information-policies/131-intellectual-property
https://policies.mit.edu/policies-procedures/130-information-policies/131-intellectual-property#13.1.1


1. Contact the Technology Licensing Office 
2. Common/recommended licenses for most research data 

artifacts
a. Public domain, e.g. CC0
b. Copyright retained, credit required, e.g. CC By (NB: Copyright 

has nothing to do with citations)

Licensing - 3



Licensing - 4
1. Contact the Technology Licensing Office 
2. Common/recommended licenses for most research data 

artifacts (b/c they are easy)
a. Public domain, e.g. CC0
b. Copyright retained, credit required, e.g. CC By 

3. Different licenses do different things. They all 
communicate how the thing can be used.

https://choosealicense.com/appendix/

https://choosealicense.com/appendix/


Use agreements - 1



Use agreements - 2

54 different 
conditions

67 agreements

Main topic areas
 Data use
 Publication
 Inspection & Penalties
 Security
 Legal details
 Extras administration

https://www.psc.isr.umich.edu/dis/data/dua/



Use agreements - 3
Main topic areas
 Data use
 Publication
 Inspection & Penalties
 Security
 Legal details
 Extras administration

 Cannot merge new files w/o amendment
 Data Limitations or Errors
 Data used for statistical purposes
 Hazards: Bio-markers, genomes
 No administrative uses of data
 No re-identification
 No redistribution of data
 Only minimum necessary data
 Stick to original research plan
 Training & Awareness
 Work files to be destroyed periodically

https://www.psc.isr.umich.edu/dis/data/dua/



Use agreements - 4

 Data use
 Publication
 Inspection & Penalties
 Security
 Legal details
 Extras administration

Security topics
 Printouts
 Remote Access Policy
 Security conditions written into 

contract
 Security plan incorporated by 

reference
 Share an office? All must be on 

contract
 Work location defined

https://www.psc.isr.umich.edu/dis/data/dua/

Main topic areas



Use agreements - 5
Resources: 
 Office of General Counsel: https://ogc.mit.edu/frequently-asked-

questions#
– Q. I would like to use third-party data as part of my research. What do I 

need to do?
• “…You should not sign any data use agreement, nondisclosure agreement, or other 

contract with a data provider.”
– Q. Am I allowed to “scrape” publicly available data from a website?

 OSATT’s NDA/DUA portal: https://nda.mit.edu/fibi-
agreement/#/landing
– Requests
– Training
– FAQs

https://ogc.mit.edu/frequently-asked-questions
https://nda.mit.edu/fibi-agreement/#/landing
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We produce (and use) Research data

With that comes certain responsibilities associated with 

Privacy & Participation and Security & Sharing

There are also rights associated with this intellectual

property that are managed and communicated through

Copyright Licensing & Use agreements

Thank you!



Sources & Resources
Please respect the copyrights and licenses of the creators

All icons licensed via Noun Project https://thenounproject.com/

Additional resource slides from: Quick & dirty data management: the 5 things you 
need to be doing now! by Data Management Services. Copyright © 2019-10-16 
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY is licensed under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License except where otherwise noted. 
[https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/]. Access at 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDirtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.p
df?dl=0. 

This work may be cited as: Do Right By Your (Research) Data: Research Data Rights, Responsibilities, and Licenses. By A. L. Nurnberger, ORCiD 0000-
0002-5931-072X. Presented as part of the Intellectual Property Speaker Series . Copyright © 2022-01-27 MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF 
TECHNOLOGY is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License except where otherwise noted. 
[https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/]. Access at 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rd7b8f8olnzfkwp/TLO_DoRightByYourResearchData_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0

https://thenounproject.com/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDirtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0
http://orcid.org/0000-0002-5931-072X
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/legalcode
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rd7b8f8olnzfkwp/TLO_DoRightByYourResearchData_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0


CrashPlan
Resources:

○ Set Up CrashPlan: http://ist.mit.edu/crashplan
○ IS&T Knowledgebase CrashPlan FAQ: http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/52EYCQ

To set up CrashPlan you need a Kerberos username & password.

What about lab/department computers that have multiple users? 
○ IS&T Help Desk can help set up a CrashPlan service account
○ Contact: http://ist.mit.edu/help

Slide from Quick & dirty data management, 20191016, 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDi
rtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0

http://ist.mit.edu/crashplan
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/52EYCQ
http://ist.mit.edu/help
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDirtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0


Dropbox
Resources:

○ Dropbox at MIT: http://ist.mit.edu/dropbox
○ IS&T KB page: http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/GHoYCQ

Dropbox considerations:
○ IS&T KB, "What sort of things should I not store in Dropbox?": 

http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/Z3kYCQ
○ New(ish) Dropbox quotas (200GB free): http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/7gSACQ
○ After you leave MIT: http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/UXkYCQ

Slide from Quick & dirty data management, 20191016, 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDi
rtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0

http://ist.mit.edu/dropbox
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/GHoYCQ
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/Z3kYCQ
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/7gSACQ
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/UXkYCQ
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDirtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0


OneDrive
Resources:

○ OneDrive at MIT: https://ist.mit.edu/office365-service
OneDrive considerations:

○ IS&T support for OneDrive seems minimal
○ IS&T KB, "What sort of things should I not store in xxx?": (Yes, it says Dropbox, 

but pretty much the same) http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/Z3kYCQ 
○ OneDrive quotas (5TB): confluence/x/7gSACQ
○ After you leave MIT: http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/UXkYCQ (again, says 

Dropbox, but applies)
Slide from Quick & dirty data management, 20191016, 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDi
rtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0

https://ist.mit.edu/office365-service
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/Z3kYCQ
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/7gSACQ
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/UXkYCQ
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDirtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0


Additional data storage resources
Resources:

○ Individual Solutions:
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/aAOACQ

○ Group/Team Enterprise Solutions: 
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/aAOACQ#DataStorageandCollaborationOptions-
Group%2FTeamEnterpriseSolutions

○ MIT hosted storage: http://ist.mit.edu/managed-servers

Slide from Quick & dirty data management, 20191016, 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDi
rtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0

http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/aAOACQ
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/aAOACQ#DataStorageandCollaborationOptions-Group%2FTeamEnterpriseSolutions
http://ist.mit.edu/managed-servers
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDirtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0


LabArchives (ELN)
LabArchives is a cloud-based electronic lab notebook (ELN). MIT faculty, staff, 
students, and affiliates have access to an enterprise license through IS&T.

Resources:
o Info on ELNs: https://libraries.mit.edu/data-management/store/electronic-lab-

notebooks/
o To get started with LabArchives: go to http://labarchives.mit.edu, authenticate 

via Touchstone, and then activate an enterprise account.
o IS&T KB on LabArchives: http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/HcEwCQ

Slide from Quick & dirty data management, 20191016, 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDi
rtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0

https://libraries.mit.edu/data-management/store/electronic-lab-notebooks/
http://labarchives.mit.edu/
http://kb.mit.edu/confluence/x/HcEwCQ
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDirtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0


OSF (Open Science Framework)
OSF is a cloud-based management system. It features:

○ Project structuring with wiki & dashboard
○ File versioning
○ Access control & collaboration capabilities
○ Integrations with tools like Dropbox & GitHub

Resources:
o OSF for MIT: https://libraries.mit.edu/data-management/store/osf/

Slide from Quick & dirty data management, 20191016, 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDi
rtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0

https://libraries.mit.edu/data-management/store/osf/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/s34cwxoamzq30im/QuickDirtyDataMgmt_Slides_MIT.pdf?dl=0


MIT InfoProtect
The InfoProtect program is based on classifying Institute research data and 
administrative information according to the risk posed by the loss of confidentiality, 
integrity, or availability of the information. It can help you:

○ Determine your risk classification
○ Identify what tasks to take for securing your information
○ Know what to do if an incident occurs
○ Report an incident

Resources:
o MIT InfoProtect: https://infoprotect.mit.edu/

https://infoprotect.mit.edu/


MIT OSATT NDA and DUA request portal
When engaging with potential sponsors or collaborators, MIT researchers may need to

o Exchange confidential information or 
o Request data from an outside party. 

This portal facilitates such requests. Consistent with MIT policies and procedures, 
OSATT assists with the review, negotiation, and execution of agreements that enable 
the exchange of confidential information with and/or the receipt of data from outside 
parties. 

Resources:
o OSATT NDA/DUA portal: https://nda.mit.edu/fibi-agreement/#/landing

https://nda.mit.edu/fibi-agreement/#/landing
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